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EDITORIAL

Dream today, reality tomorrow
In transportation, the future is not too far away
The focus of issue 03/2015 of IEC e-tech is on transportation.
The future of transportation is being shaped today. The cars, trains, planes of
tomorrow are being tested now and they may change the way we travel and
commute in the years to come.
Future and futuristic travel
The Japanese maglev train – it broke its own world speed record (603 kph) in April – is
expected to be operational in 2027, connecting Shinagawa, south of Tokyo, and Nagoya
in central Japan. Trains such as the maglev will increase mobility and permit daily longdistance commutes.
Claire Marchand
Managing Editor e-tech

In the US, Tesla CEO Elon Musk is behind the Hyperloop project, a futuristic transportation
system that would whisk passenger through vacuum tubes at supersonic speed. Other
companies and consortia are looking into the development of similar ventures.
Coming to town soon
While these mega endeavours will take years to come to fruition, there are a number of
developments in individual and mass transportation that are about to change the way we
approach mobility. Driverless vehicles have been around for some years now: tramways,
automated transit systems at airports and within cities. Major automotive manufacturers
are testing the driverless cars that could be on our roads very soon.
From the mountains to the city
Long hours and traffic congestions are the bane of today’s commuters the world over.
To offer alternatives to road transport, some municipalities are turning to means of
transport that have proved reliable and efficient over nearly a century. Cable cars,
traditionally associated with mountains and skiing, are gradually becoming regular
features in cities around the world. Cost-effective, environmentally friendly, safe, requiring
little infrastructure, cable cars can cross rivers or scale hills and thus complement other
urban/suburban means of transportation.
Whether traditional of futuristic, developments in the transportation sector are bound to
be most interesting and promising.
Issue 03/2015 also takes a closer look at the security of connected cars, e-bikes,
industrial electric vehicles, conveyor belts, mobile walkways, and drones, increasingly
being used in agriculture, search and rescue operations, scientific research, law
enforcement or journalism. Several IEC Technical Committees and Subcommittees
prepare International Standards in these fields.

In a not so distant future

The London cable car line travels between
North Greenwich and Victoria Station
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Can drones replace satellites?
Small drones are set to have a disrupting effect on a wide range of
commercial activities
by auto-pilot linked to GPS, to count
endangered animal populations, from
orang-utans in Sumatra to rhinos in
South Africa. And police forces and fire
services are using drones for search
and rescue as well as surveillance.

Drones are getting cheaper, attracting customers (Photo: Yuneec International)

Peter Feuilherade
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
have rapidly entered the civilian
market after having been widely
developed for military operations.
They already have a disrupting
effect on a wide range of
commercial activities and that’s
just a beginning.

Cheaper and more popular
than ever
The growing availability of affordable
drones in the sub-USD 1 000 consumer
marketplace is raising awareness of
their potential commercial as well as
leisure applications, gradually replacing
the public perception of drones as
tools to track and kill targets in military
operations abroad. The term ‘drone’
refers to aircraft without a human
pilot aboard which can be operated
autonomously through on-board
computers or by remote control; they
are also known as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) or unpiloted air systems
(UAS). Drones can be powered by an
internal combustion engine, batteries,
solar photovoltaic (PV) systems or a
combination of these.

4
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From agriculture to aerial
photography
Agriculture, disaster relief,
conservation, wildlife monitoring and
aerial photography are the areas
where the use of commercial drones is
currently showing the fastest growth.
Agricultural researchers are
experimenting with the use of drones
to monitor the growth of crops. The
use of aerial video in the energy sector,
especially oil and gas, is another key
application. Compared with satellite
imagery, drone mapping can produce
data faster, at a higher resolution and a
far cheaper price.
Other emerging applications include
scanning disaster sites and nuclear
plants for signs of radiation, surveying
infrastructure such as power pylons
and telecoms facilities and carrying out
building surveys.
Aid organizations like Médecins Sans
Frontières have tested the ability of
drones to carry samples and deliver
emergency medical supplies in isolated
areas. The World Wildlife Fund and
other conservationists are using
cheap drones with cameras, flown

In February 2015 China’s biggest
internet retailer, Alibaba, ran a threeday trial of drone-based deliveries to
hundreds of customers near distribution
centres in Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou. While global heavyweights
like Amazon, Google and UPS pursue
their own private trials using drones
to deliver packages automatically
once regulatory issues are resolved,
drone delivery services have been
successfully carried out in Germany
and France (the latter on a test basis).

Huge potential market
The commercial drone market has
benefited from the huge investments
in military drones. Advances in high
density batteries and GPS systems
have made it possible for drones to
travel longer distances autonomously,
while costs have fallen. By the end
of 2015, according to accounting
and consulting firm Deloitte, up to
1 million non-military drones costing
upwards of USD 200 could be in use
globally, raising questions about safety,
regulation and technical standards.
Commercial drones range in price
from small, semi-autonomous rotorcraft
priced at around USD 1 000 up to
large, fully-autonomous, fixed wing
type aircraft costing more than
USD 1 million. While their capabilities and
uses vary as widely as their prices, they
all have a common function: to gather
information and data from the air using
on-board cameras or other sensors.

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS
ensure they do not collide with each
other.
These include GPS geo-fencing,
which keeps a drone within a certain
altitude and geographic region, and
systems which enable it to land
safely in the event of a malfunction
or an emergency, or to return home
automatically if flown out of the range
of its remote control device.

Interested show visitor enquiring about photo drone

The ability of drones to operate
autonomously at low cost comes from
the use of commodity electronics
developed for consumer gadgets such
as mobile phones. These contain a
number of devices essential for drone
flight, such as GPS units, wireless
transmitters, signal processors, microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
gyroscopes and accelerometers. The
flight controller is the nerve centre of
a drone, collecting data from a host
of on-board sensors including these
devices as well as barometric pressure
and airspeed sensors.
Gimbal-stabilized cameras on
drones permit smooth aerial video
and photography, object tracking,
night time recording and infrared
surveillance.
Drones are generally connected to
ground bases which are often handheld
computers, allowing an operator to
observe the drone’s flight patterns and
data gathering through a display screen
on the ground connected to a camera
or cameras on the drone. This allows
an operator to maintain control over the
drone in flight even if it leaves the line of
sight of the operator, ensuring that the

drone does not become lost or crash in
the event that it goes off course.
Lithium polymer batteries that power
high-end consumer drones can keep
the craft airborne for up to 25 minutes
between charges, while at the other
extreme, a solar-powered drone flew
for 14 days and 22 minutes in 2010,
setting a world record for the longest
drone flight.

Avoiding injury and accidents
The commercial use of drones of all
sizes poses questions about physical
safety, the risk of injuring people or
causing damage to property (although
in most cases pilot error is to blame).
Their battery life is limited, cloud
cover and solar flares can interfere
with GPS and, in bad weather, strong
winds can blow them off course and
rain can affect their motors. Malware
could allow hackers to control a drone
remotely for criminal and terrorist
purposes. These risk factors have
spurred the rapid development of a
wide range of technologies to enhance
the safety of drones in flight, improve
communication between them and

Improving drone detection
Companies are also developing a
range of systems that can detect
small unmanned aerial craft. One
system, called Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B),
includes small on-board GPS-based
devices and is light enough to be
carried by many drones. It repeatedly
broadcasts not just the craft’s position
but other data, including its flight path,
and receives similar coordinates from
any nearby aircraft. Another system is
based on electronic scan FM (frequency
modulated) continuous wave Doppler
technology; its developers say it can
even distinguish drones from birds to
reduce false alarm rates.
And with over 600 companies building
differing versions of drone hardware
for various applications, efforts are
under way to promote a single umbrella
software platform with which all
components would be compatible.

Enter policy decisions
In March 2015 the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) unveiled a
new policy to speed up approval for
commercial drone flights in the US. The
new rules would allow companies that
already have exemptions from a ban on
commercial drones to use the aircraft
at altitudes of up to 200 feet during
daylight hours and within the operator’s
visual line of sight.
Many US companies say the country is
lagging in the commercial exploitation
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Microdrone md4-1000 cab used in agriculture (Photo: microdrones GmbH)

of drones compared with Europe,
where regulations are generally less
onerous and several commercial
operators are actively adopting the
technology. In the UK, between
January and October 2014, the
number of organizations permitted
by the Civil Aviation Authority to fly
drones under 20 kg rose by 80%.
The European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) has set out proposed
guidelines based on “safe and
proportionate rules” for the integration
of drones into European civil airspace.
In the view of the Aviation News Online
website, EASA’s approach “gives
flexibility to the new industry to mature
and innovate, while at the same time
ensures the right level of protection for
citizens and goods”.

Standards set to play a growing
role
Currently there are relatively few
safety standards that apply to drones
specifically, although that is likely to
change as governments become more
involved in their regulation. However,
virtually all drone components, such as
batteries or MEMS and other sensors,

6
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are currently covered by
IEC International Standards.
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 47:
Semiconductor devices, and
SC (Subcommittee) 47F: Micro
electromechanical systems, are
responsible for compiling a wide
range of International Standards
for semiconductor devices used in
sensors and MEMS essential to the
safe operation of drone flights. These
include accelerometers, altimeters,
magnetometers (compasses),
gyroscopes and pressure sensors.
IEC TC 2: Rotating machinery, prepares
International Standards covering
specifications for rotating electrical
machines and TC 91: Electronics
assembly technology, is responsible
for standards on electronic assembly
technologies including components.
IEC SC 21A: Secondary cells and
batteries containing alkaline or other
non acid electrolytes, compiles
International Standards for batteries
used in mobile applications, as well
as for large-capacity lithium cells and
batteries.

Security and safety issues holding
back market growth?
While military applications still
dominate the global drone market,
commercial and civilian applications
are forecast to increase rapidly
over the next 10 years. The major
drivers identified for the growth
of the commercial drones market
include increased demand from
commercial applications, particularly
precision agriculture, and significant
technological advancements over the
last few years. However, government
regulations in some markets, along
with security and safety issues, are
seen as holding back market growth.
The US-based Teal Group consultancy
predicts that the combined market
for military and commercial drones
will be worth USD 89 billion over the
decade from 2015 to 2025. According
to a forecast by Business Insider, the
market for commercial/civilian drones
will grow at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 19% between 2015 and
2020, compared with 5% growth on
the military side.
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Tired of the tedious daily commute?
A new way to get around town
From the world’s highest major
metropolis in Bolivia to cities in Africa,
Europe, the US and Australasia,
the cable car, is proving a popular
supplement to existing city transport
systems for a number of reasons.

Emirates Air Line cable car in London
(Photo: Danesman1, Wikipedia)

Antoinette Price
Hate the rush-hour, bumper-tobumper routine, which ends in a
lengthy search for that elusive,
expensive parking space? Despite
decades of car-pooling and
deterring drivers with congestion
charges, city driving is more timeconsuming and choked than ever
and often ends in gridlock, not
to mention harmful air quality in
some places. Cities worldwide are
embracing new technologies and
adapting old ideas to offer more
energy-efficient, environmentallyfriendly, less costly public transport.

Taking to the skies
What began last century as a means
to transport tourists to city heights
for the great views is being adopted
more often as part of the modern
urban transport network. Today the
international cable car, aka aerial
tramway industry is dominated by
European companies, which make up
90% of it and have a strong presence
in the US and parts of Asia. With a
mature European market, where most
work involves upgrading and replacing
existing systems, manufacturers and
operators are looking to emerging
markets in newer European Union (EU)
countries and other global regions.

La Paz-El Alto Cable Car in Bolivia,
which opened in 2014 and is the
longest in the world, showcases
these benefits. It was planned to
address the precarious public transit
system that could not cope with
growing user demands, environmental
and noise pollution from very heavy
traffic, a growing demand for fuel and
the high cost in time and money to
travel between La Paz and El Alto. It
was important to find a solution for
El Alto, the second largest city in the
department of La Paz and today one
of Bolivia’s largest and fastest-growing
urban centres.
Another example is the Eurasian
continent’s longest urban cable car
which opened in Ankara in 2014,
connecting two key neighbourhoods
to the subway network, which
according to the city’s mayor, will save
up to 80 percent in operating costs
in comparison to other passenger
transport systems.
Algiers, Morges (Switzerland), New
York, Quito (Ecuador) and Sydney
are just some cities around the world

Grenoble-Bastille Cable Car
(Photo: Milky, Wikipedia)

Portland (US) Aerial Tram
(Photo: Cacophony, Wikipedia)

considering proposals for aerial
tramways as a cleaner more efficient
way to connect different parts of the city.

How safe is all the hanging about?
While passengers float above cities
and scenic landscapes, a number of
components housed in the two end
stations make this transport possible,
including electric motors, cables,
pulleys, gearboxes, service and
emergency brakes, main, auxiliary and
emergency drives, track and haul rope
counterweights.
Covering such motors, the work of
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 2:
Rotating machinery, produces
International Standards which deal
with the specifications for motors (and
generators) of all sizes.
In the case of the EU, standards
and regulations ensure the strictest
safety requirements are applied to the
technology and operation of cable
cars, whether in cities or tourist resorts.
The EU Directive for cableways, in
force since 2004 in EU countries, as
well as Iceland, Liechtenstein, and
Norway, allows for the free movement
of safety components and subsystems
of cableway installations in the EU’s
internal market, while maintaining a
uniform and high level of safety.
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Is your bus ride charged?
Cleaning up public transport networks
Antoinette Price
Power tools, mobile phones
and tablets, wearables, electric
toothbrushes, industrial
applications powering wind
turbines and equipment used in
agriculture and forestry, marine,
process automation and healthcare
are just some of the items which
can be charged using wireless or
induction charging systems. Buses
have joined this long list with more
cities trialling this technology in a
bid to make their transport systems
cleaner and more efficient.

The future is wireless
Though wireless charging was
developed decades ago, low efficiency

restricted it to industrial uses like

Britain, to Italy, Spain and the US,

for robot vehicles and cranes. The

electric buses charge their batteries

technology has developed and

from underground induction coils

works through electromagnetic

located at the start or end terminals or

induction, which allows an energy

at some stops along the way.

transfer efficiency of 90% or higher.
A magnetic field generated by an
alternating current in a primary

Smaller is better, safer, cleaner

coil induces a current in a nearby

There are a number of advantages to

secondary coil. In the case of

this system. Drivers no longer need

stationary wireless charging – a

to find a charging station to plug into,

short-term solution – the bus on-

removing the hassle and dangers

board induction loops lowered to

that could occur with cables. In Utah,

a few centimetres above the coil in

US, a federal grant has funded a bus

the ground enter the magnetic field

which runs through the Utah State

and the resulting current tops up the

University Campus, powering up at

batteries enough to make it to the

the end stop. The induction charging

other end of the route for its next

battery is a quarter the weight of those

charge up. From Germany, Great

that recharge with cables. These

Induction-charging bus, Utah, US (Photo: Utah State University)
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buses need less on-board energy
storage and can be lighter and easier
to produce in terms of design.
Other states are testing this
technology which offers a pollutionfree transport solution.

Next step: powering up on
the move
Making the leap from stationary to
charging on the move is the longer
term goal for wireless charging
vehicles. KAIST University in
South Korea has the largest scale
demonstration of dynamic wireless
charging for vehicles. Utah State
University has also begun building
an electric vehicle and roadway
research facility, the first of its kind
in the US, which will include a large
research building and an electrified
quarter-mile (.40 km) oval test track
to further develop this technology and

How induction charging works
(Photo: BBC, UK)

its broader integration into transport
networks.
Despite the benefits, research is
still ongoing in relation to potential
hazards of the magnetic field on
the environment, and people who

may be carrying metal coins or have
pacemakers, which could heat up. In
terms of the technology, one of the
biggest challenges is to improve the
efficient transfer of energy from the
charging unit on the ground to the
moving vehicle.

Charging ahead
Researchers are working towards a
day when base charging units would
be laid just below road surfaces and
allow drivers to recharge on the move.
This in turn would avoid the need to
stop to recharge. It would supplement
recharging stations allowing for small
regular charging. It would also reduce
battery and vehicle size, weight and
production cost.

Induction-charging track for bus (Photo: Conductix.com)

IEC Subcommittee (SC) 21A:
Secondary cells and batteries
containing alkaline or other non-acid
electrolytes, prepares International
Standards for batteries used in mobile
applications and electric vehicles,
as well as for large-capacity lithium
cells and batteries. These Standards
concern tests and measurements,
design and manufacturing
recommendations as well as safety
requirements and are essential for the
battery industry as it develops new
products and chemistries.

Issue 03/2015 I e-tech
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Who’s driving?
Putting driverless transport to the test

Meridian Shuttle, Greenwich (UK) (Photo: gov.uk)

Antoinette Price
Saving commuter time, money,
the environment and eliminating
human error are key reasons
behind a number of projects
trialing driverless car-like
transport for congested cities.

Pods for people
Driverless, fully automated transit
systems which move along rail
guideways are not new; they already
transport limited to mass populations
at airports including Tampa, Florida,
London City, and in cities such as
Singapore, Las Vegas and Vancouver,
the latter being home to the longest
driverless automated transit system
in North America. Smaller automated
pods and carts have also been tested
in some airport zones, and companies
like Google have already launched

10 e-tech I Issue 03/2015

a number of driverless vehicles for
roads only. But what about a more
sophisticated driverless car, as a
means of public transport, which
could also negotiate pavements?

microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) thanks to International
Standards prepared by
IEC TC (Technical Committee) 47:
Semiconductor devices and
IEC SC (Subcommittee) 47F:

It’s all done with sensors
Sensors are increasingly widely
deployed and can be found literally
anywhere. They are part of the
technology which connects devices
and systems to the Internet of Things
in order to share data, and they are
revolutionizing many aspects of daily
life, such as healthcare and driving.
That is to say, sensors make driverless
technology possible.
IEC work in standardization contributes
significantly to this technology.
Manufacturers are able to build more
reliable and efficient sensors and

Microelectromechanical systems.

Podding it round town
The race is on to develop usable
driverless vehicles around the world
to tackle congested cities. In four UK
cities, prototypes are being tested
with the aim of offering commuters,
shoppers and the elderly clean, safe,
driverless transport for short distances.
The prototypes are part of a larger
government backed Autodrive initiative
and road regulations for testing the
vehicles on British roads have already
been authorized.

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS
looks like a longer golf buggy with no
clear front or back and is operated by
selecting a programmed route on a
touch pad. Thank to radar, cameras,
light detection and ultrasonic sensors,
it can ensure its path is clear. Creators
Phoenix Wings designed the vehicle
in order to remove parked cars from
streets and connect people between
residential areas and transport points.

Driverless train near Vancouver airport in Canada (Photo: Michael Berry, Wikipedia)

Great Britain is at the forefront of this
emerging technology which could lead
to what is estimated at a GBP 900
billion (USD 1,4 trillion) industry
by 2025.
Seating two people and luggage, the
pod made by manufacturers RDM
covers up to 40 miles at a top speed
of 15 mph and runs for up to eight
hours. Equipped with 22 sensors
including panoramic cameras, laser
imaging and radar, it can build a very
detailed picture of its surroundings, as

well as know very accurately how far it
is from any object.
The pod’s sensory apparatus is linked
up to a Macbook Pro in the back,
which over three years will create 3D
maps of its journey along the pavement
between Milton Keynes railway station
and the shopping centre.

Cutting edge pootling
Another vehicle that is part of the project
is the self-driving Meridian shuttle, which

The future is not quite here
Want to hop a pod, kick back and
read the paper to work in the quiet
of your own vehicle? This day is still
years off and the pod could eventually
be something of a cross between a
small bus and a taxi, but a number of
challenges must first be overcome.
Bad weather conditions hampering
visibility or negotiating unpredictable
pavements where pedestrians can
appear out of nowhere spring to mind,
however, the greater challenge will
be getting the driving environment,
people and regulations ready for
change.

Lutz Pathfinder Pod (Photo: Transport Systems Catapult)
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Lazy? Hungry? Too heavy or far to carry?
Conveyor belts for all purposes
Antoinette Price
From sushi, to luggage, to ore, more
than ever, large, small, light, heavy,
regular or irregular shaped objects
are moved by conveyor belts. They
may be simple in appearance, but
conveyor belts are complex and do
more than one imagines.

Moving more things than
ever before
The conveyor belt began life in the
late 1800s, essentially for transporting
coal and ore. In the 1900s its scope
broadened from mining to assembly
lines in the car and aerospace
industries. Some companies developed
particular types of conveyor belts to
suit their specific requirements.
Today the uses are numerous,
including for moving large numbers of
people along escalators and moving

walkways in malls, and as a means
for handling baggage in airports. The
longest such system is 63 km and can
be found in Dubai International Airport.
In the Maghreb, the world’s longest
conveyor belt system, which, at
98 km, can even be seen from space,
transports phosphate from the
Bou Craa mine all the way to the
port city of Laayoune, from where
it is then shipped around the world.
It is a handy way of hauling continuous
streams of ore in a region without roads
and can move 2 000 metric tonnes
of rock per hour.
Used in many other industries, such
as food, electronic, pharmaceutical,
chemical, bottling and canning and
packaging, they’ve also made their way
into the gym in some fitness machines,
pull your shopping items from the
basket to the check-out, and give

restaurant goers the fun conveyor belt
sushi experience.
Conveyor belt technology offers a
cost-effective, energy-efficient and
eco-friendly way of moving people,
products, raw materials from one
place to another. In the latter case
in particular, such systems produce
less carbon dioxide than road or rail
transport.

Technology that delivers the goods
Simply speaking, conveyor belt
systems comprise two or more pulleys
and the carrier belt that rotates them
about. One or both pulleys are powered
by motors and control systems. There
are different types of conveyor belt
systems depending on what items are
being transported, i.e. boxed materials
in factories or raw materials, such as
grain, salt or ore.
They can run horizontally or up inclines
at mines or in commercial buildings or
curve around corners. The belt itself
can be made of woven fabric, rubber,
metal or rollers, depending on the
items being moved and the path the
belt follows.
Several IEC Technical Committees
(TCs) prepare International Standards
which cover specifications, design,
manufacture, use, test methods,
efficiency and reliability of these
components.
Some of the motors which drive the
conveyor belts are covered by the work
of IEC TC 2: Rotating machinery, which
deals with the specifications for motors
(and generators) of all sizes.

Industrial production lines use the conveyor belt technology
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There are instances when conveyor
belts need to change speed, for
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Conveyor belts began life in the late 1800s, essentially for transporting coal and ore…

example if an escalator is not being
used, to save energy, wear and cost,
or if an item gets jammed along the
belt. This is achieved by varying the
frequency and voltage supplied to
the motor, via a frequency converter.
IEC TC 22: Power electronic
systems and equipment, prepares
International Standards for power
drive systems (PDS), equipment
and their components for electronic
power conversion and electronic
power switching. This means the
control, protection, monitoring and
measurement of systems using
frequency converters, which allow
speed to fluctuate.

Arriving safe and sound
Industrial conveyors are often equipped
with trip cords that run the length
of the system and allow workers to
immediately shut it down if there is a
problem. Warning alarms or recordings
alert users on moving walkways as they
enter or exit.

Sensors detect objects or people
blocking conveyor belts or moving
walkways, and send a signal for the
system to slow down or completely
stop. The work of IEC TC 47:
Semiconductor devices, for sensors
and other systems, ensures sensors
are dependable and function safely.

Quieter, cleaner, more efficient
Increasingly, laws and regulations call
for electrical motors of high efficiency,

…and today they are also used to move large
numbers of people in airports or malls

as well as with a greater percentage
of variable speed applications.
IEC TC 2 continues to improve energy
efficiency through its IEC 60034 series
of International Standards, defining
efficiency classes for all alternating
current (AC) motors, which can be
powered directly from the mains.
These classes are a simple way to see
whether or not a motor has reasonable,
good or excellent efficiency. They make
it easy for customers to specify what
type of motor they want and allow legal
authorities to set minimum efficiency
requirements for complete markets. In
addition, TC 2 is currently developing
a new Standard of efficiency classes
for variable speed motors that are
specifically designed for converter
supply.
Other advances for transporting raw
materials over great distances include
addressing noise pollution by using
much quieter rollers and enclosing
conveyor belts entirely.
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E-powering aviation from the ground up
An ever wider range of EVs and other equipment supports air transport activities
directives aimed at “greening” airport
operations. The scope is very wide,
embracing the use of LEDs for more
energy-efficient ground lighting (see
article in December 2011 e-tech), the
provision of green energy supply in
terminal halls, geothermal cooling to
heat and cool parked aircraft and the
future phasing out of diesel engines for
all airport ground support equipment
(GSE). This last measure entails the
introduction of a wide range of electric
vehicles and ancillary equipment to
support airport operations.

Electric belt loader

Morand Fachot
In civilian and military aerodromes,
electric vehicles (EVs) are found
both indoors and outdoors,
like in a growing number of
industrial environments. Together
with a range of ancillary equipment
they are set to play a larger role
in meeting environmental
directives.

EVs are not just for the road
For most people mention of EVs
brings to mind electric cars of the
hybrid or fully electric kind – both
types can be seen on roads and are
being widely reported in the media.
Other EVs are far less visible to the
public but are found in other transportrelated activities, particularly in airport
operations.

are a familiar sight inside airport
terminals where they are used for
baggage collection and luggage
movement, towing carts around. The
same applies to small people carriers,
ferrying people with reduced mobility to
boarding gates.
Electric service vehicles are also
essential in airports for transporting
loads to shops, bars or other services,
for moving rows of luggage trolleys and
for cleaning floors or collecting refuse.

Many of the vehicles and much of
the other equipment used in airport
environments are being converted to
electric power.

EV deployment expanding to
external areas to meet needs of
greener airports
The operation of EVs makes sense, and
is required, in enclosed spaces in which
there are large numbers of people, as is
the case in airport terminals. Emissions
here from internal combustion
engines (ICEs) would represent health
hazards. However, larger EVs are also
increasingly used in airports’ external
areas for a growing range of tasks.

EVs have been used in airports for a
long time. Small electric tow tractors

The move is accelerated by national
and international initiatives and
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Ubiquitous electric-powered
equipment
GSE is central to airport operations
everywhere. Operations making life
easier for passengers, allowing them to
move from/to terminals and aircraft, to
board/disembark and to load/unload
their luggage or cargo, rely increasingly
on partially or fully electrically-powered
equipment, which include personal
buggies, buses, self-propelled stairs,
boarding bridges and belt loaders.
The same goes for equipment such as
the catering trucks needed to supply
aircraft with food and drinks, or even
lavatory services vehicles. Airports
also operate fleets of small cars for a
variety of ground operations, such as
inspecting runways for the presence
of debris that may be potentially
dangerous for aircraft, or moving
personnel around. Many airports
adopt EVs for these tasks. All EVs,
small and large, rely on International
Standards prepared, in particular, by
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 69:
Electric road vehicles and electric
industrial trucks, as well as by TC 21:
Secondary cells and batteries, and
Subcommittee (SC) 23H: Plugs,
socket-outlets and couplers for

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS
Li-ion battery system to ensure it never
becomes fully discharged.

Tronair baggage buggy

industrial and similar applications, and
for electric vehicles.

Preparing for takeoff!
After landing, aircraft taxi to their
allocated gates using power from
their engines. However, when the time
comes to depart, aircraft have to be
pushed back from their gates by lowprofile tractors, some using towbars,
putting them into a position from which
they can taxi using power from their
own engines.
Until now pushback tractors have
been powered predominantly by ICEs;
however a new generation of tractors
uses hybrid or electric propulsion, a
growing trend in the sector.
Lufthansa is currently testing a hybrid
tractor, the Kalmar Motor AB TBL
800 eSchlepper, which was designed
specifically for wide-bodied aircraft.
This tractor is equipped with a diesel
engine that is expected to run less than
30% of the time and only to charge the

Mototok electric tug

A recent example of electricpowered tractor is provided by
Mototok, a German company which
has introduced a series of compact
towbarless electric wireless remotecontrolled aircraft tugs, the largest of
which can manoeuvre aircraft of up to
195 tonnes.

Significant fuel savings can still
be achieved
Having been pushed back and turned
around by tugs, aircraft still have to taxi
under their own power all the way from
aprons to the runway for takeoff.
The whole procedure can burn a
significant amount of fuel, particularly
if there is airport congestion. The
industry is looking for solutions to
reduce unnecessary fuel burn and
expenses from aircraft moving to
takeoff positions using their own
engines.
One solution already deployed is
Taxibot, a hybrid-electric aircraft
tractor developed by Israel Aerospace
Industries Ltd (IAI) to tow aircraft
between gates and runway with the
aircraft’s engines turned off.
Another ground-breaking solution,
slated to enter service in 2016, is the

Electric Green Taxiing System (EGTS)
developed jointly by Honeywell and
Safran, which allows aircraft to taxi
without employing their jet engines,
using electric motors to drive the main
landing gear wheels.
EGTS International notes that “taxi
operations represent a significant
portion of short haul airline fuel
costs – on average 4% of fleet fuel
consumption for short haul airlines
operating single aisle aircraft from
congested airports”. Since fuel costs
account for between 30%-40% of
direct operating costs, using EGTS
would help airlines save millions of
dollars every year on unnecessary
taxiing fuel burn.
However, this system wouldn’t be
suitable for aircraft flying medium- and
long-haul routes as its extra weight
would result in higher fuel consumption
that would more than offset savings
made on the ground.

Many more systems
In addition to the wide range of
specialist vehicles and equipment,
airports are equipped with systems
that may not be as visible, but are
nevertheless essential. They include
machines and systems that do not
pose explosion risks, an essential
feature when operating alongside
jet fuel, and equipment that can be
protected against ingress of water or
foreign parts. IEC TC 31: Equipment
for explosive atmospheres, and
TC 70: Degrees of protection provided
by enclosures, prepare International
Standards for such equipment. Long
derided for their large fuel consumption
and excessive “carbon footprint”,
civil and military aviation have made
significant progress in reducing these
negative issues through the wider
adoption of electrical equipment
and vehicles across all their ground
operations. A lot is being done to
make the air transport industry more
sustainable.
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Safe and sound on the roads
Connected vehicles should improve road safety, but security issues need addressing
traffic ahead or prevent collisions with
other vehicles, cyclists or pedestrians.
Such so-called advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) are found
increasingly in a variety of new cars,
no longer in top of the range vehicles
alone. They rely on electronic control
units (ECUs) that talk over Controller
Area Networks (CANs). There could
be around 100 of these units in luxury
models.

Volvo tests self-driving cars on public roads (Photo: Volvo Car Group)

Morand Fachot
Roads are becoming safer in
industrialized countries, in spite
of increased traffic volumes,
thanks to improvements in vehicle
electronics. The introduction of
connectivity is likely to improve
this record still further but
raises concerns about security
risks. Miscreants could hack
into vehicles’ networks, causing
equipment to malfunction or
accidents to occur, or resulting
in vehicle theft. Existing and
future International Standards are
set to play an important role in
addressing these security risks.

In search of road safety
More than 90% of auto-related crashes
are attributable to human error, be
it due to distraction, a mistake or
drowsiness. A number of aids have
been introduced over the years to
make driving easier and reduce
human errors. Cruise control was
introduced as early as 1945, followed
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by automated transmission in the
early 1950s and other systems such
as antilock braking systems (ABS –
1970s), which relied initially mainly on
hydraulic components and later on
electro-hydraulic and electric systems.
The search for safer and more
efficient so-called intelligent traffic
systems (ITS) has been the object
of various initiatives such as the
European Commission-funded Eureka
Prometheus Project (1987-1995) and
the US Automated Highway System
(1994). In both, cars were to be guided
by the road rather than by drivers, with
sensors and communication devices
linking roads and vehicles.

Additional aids for drivers
Other systems such as adaptive cruise
control (ACC) and automatic braking
have further improved road safety and
depend on electrotechnology with no
need for driver input. Both of these rely
on sensors to adapt the vehicle speed
so as to keep a safe distance from

Other systems based on sensors, such
as automatic dusk-sensing headlights,
automatic rain-sensing wipers, autodimming rear-view mirrors, seat-belt
alarms or driver drowsiness detection,
also contribute to making driving
safer and more comfortable. They are
being or have already been installed
in most cars. As a result, electronic
components currently account for
around 50% of car production costs,
and that percentage is increasing.
One issue that has significantly
increased driver distraction has
been the introduction of mobile
communication devices in the
automotive environment. This was
certainly not foreseen years ago and
is now reportedly behind a quarter of
car crashes in the UK and the US. It is
an issue that is here to stay but needs
addressing if road safety is to improve
further.

From assisted to automated driving
Automobiles are evolving from relying
increasingly on assistance systems to
becoming more autonomous, with the
addition of extra electronic systems
and increased connectivity.
Control of the steering and brake
systems of these autonomous cars
is, alongside that of other systems,
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based on information from roadside
infrastructure as well as from carmounted sensors, cameras and radars.
Frost & Sullivan reports that almost
every car maker in the US has
a connected telematics service
that transmits information/alerts
about safety, security, diagnostics,
breakdown assistance, vehicle
tracking, emergency assistance in
case of accidents, etc. In the future,
other services such as “pay-as-youdrive” insurance premiums, recall alerts
and warranty data information may
be added. These services represent
“currently the first point of attack for
hackers”, according to Frost & Sullivan.
Five top connectivity technologies have
been identified:
• Connectivity with mobile devices
via Wi-Fi
• Connectivity to wearables via
Bluetooth® Smart
• Device pairing and car rental via
Near Field Communication (NFC)
• Real-time traffic updates and
vehicle tracking via integrated
global navigation satellite system
(GNSS)
• Secure, high performance
connectivity via automotive Ethernet
A February 2015 report from the office
of US Senator Edward J. Markey

(D-MA), highlights the risks to US
drivers of the gaps in security and
privacy presented by increased car
connectivity.
It accuses some of the biggest
automakers in the market of having
no idea how to prevent hackers from
taking over cars. In 2011 computer
scientists from two US universities
demonstrated that hackers could
remotely take over control of a car,
including of its engine.
The risk is likely to increase as more
and more cars are connected, each
one with an average of 5 networks.
New cars may contain up to 100
million lines of software code for
body electronics, ADAS, infotainment,
chassis and safety, etc.
Navigant Research estimates that
100% of cars will be connected by
2025 and that 75% of cars on the road
will be autonomous by 2035.

Weaknesses identified
As greater numbers of connected
cars get onto the roads, ill-intentioned
individuals may start targeting them
for criminal or other purposes. Cases
of cyberattacks are reported every
day, targeting financial institutions,
companies, government websites and

Two IT security experts hacked a modern car to expose potential vulnerabilities
(Photo: Forbes)

individuals for the purposes of stealing
money, corporate information or trade
secrets or to disrupt websites through
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
or other actions. It is only a question
of time before vehicles are targeted,
as weaknesses have been identified in
many cars. The motor and IT industries
have been warning of the risk of cyberattacks on automated cars in the future
and of the threats they pose to road
safety.
Some weaknesses that expose the
fragility of the vehicle connectivity
architecture have been identified.
They include the capability to infiltrate
virtually any ECU through wireless
access points and to create extremely
unsafe conditions.
Since ECUs control devices and
functions including ACC, door access
control, force feedback accelerator
pedals, electronic brake systems,
seatbelt pretensioners, airbag control
units and closing velocity sensors, the
potential for carrying out dangerous
malicious attacks on connected cars
and attacking road safety in general is
huge.
A number of companies are
already developing software and
hardware defences for the motor
industry to prevent disruption being
caused by hacking and intrusion to
communications systems. Some
companies started providing
embedded software solutions for the
industry, capable of turning any ECU
into a real time threat intrusion and
prevention system and any gateway
ECU into a smart firewall. They can also
offer aftermarket software or hardware
solutions that protect connected
vehicles and their telematics systems
against cyber-attacks.

Mitigating risks with International
Standards
Fortunately some security issues can
be addressed now by implementing
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International Standards already
prepared by the IEC and jointly by
the IEC and the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)
through various Subcommittees (SCs)
of their Joint Technical Committee
(ISO/IEC JTC 1).
The IEC is no stranger to developing
International Standards that address
safety and security issues in a number
of domains. These include: the
IEC 61508 series on functional safety;
Standards in the IEC 60601 series for
medical electrical equipment and
IEC 61513:2011, IEC 62138:2004
and IEC 62645:2014 for the safety
of nuclear power plants, the last one
developed specifically to prevent,
detect and react to cyber-attacks.
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 6:
Telecommunications and information
exchange between systems, has
developed two International Standards
for NFC security: ISO/IEC 13157-1:2014
and ISO/IEC 13157-2:2010, on near field
communication security (NFC-SEC)

services and protocols, and on the
NFC-SEC cryptography standard using
Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH)
protocol and Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) algorithm, respectively.
These International Standards are also
relevant for connected/automated cars
since NFC is one of the connectivity
technologies used in these vehicles.

Adding lightweight cryptograpy
Lightweight cryptography is also seen
as central to the future security of
connected cars.
Addressing the Symposium on The
Future Networked Car on the fringe
of the 2015 Geneva Motor Show,
Koji Nakao, an expert with ISO/IEC
JTC 1/SC 27: IT Security techniques,
advocated the introduction of
lightweight cryptography for vehicles,
based on the ISO/IEC 29192 series of
International Standards.
Nakao stressed that real-time response
is crucial in ADAS and that lightweight

cryptography offers low latency.
Furthermore, he said, it is tailored
for implementation in constrained
environments, and since a modern
vehicle contains 50-100 or more ECUs
which are a collection of embedded
constrained devices, lightweight
cryptography is particularly suitable for
the connected car environment.
Pointing out that some lightweight
algorithms are mature and already
standardized in ISO/IEC 29192, Nakao
said it was high time to standardize
practical standards for connected cars
and ITS and stressed that collaboration
with the automotive industry is
necessary.
Given the emerging security risks faced
by connected and automated cars,
it is safe to assume that International
Standards developed by several
ISO/IEC JTC 1 SCs in particular
will play a central role in improving
road safety and protecting from
cyber-attacks.

Modern cars have dozens of electronic control units that can be compromised by hackers (Photo: Robert Bosch GmbH)
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When disaster strikes
Reducing the impact of power outages
Gabriela Ehrlich
Disasters are on the rise globally.
Natural disasters such as
hurricanes, earthquakes or floods
are often further exacerbated by
power outages. They increase
the misery of populations by
denying them basic services
such as lighting, communication,
clean water, safe food or
healthcare. Power outages can
also cause additional disasters
when equipment fails to function
properly for lack of electricity.
There is much that can be done
to assess and manage disaster
risks, speed up disaster recovery
and mitigate the impact of related
electricity outages.

Electricity is growing in
importance, everywhere
Over a third of the world’s raw energy
is today converted into electricity, a
rising tendency. By 2040, developing
countries will consume double the
electricity developed countries use
today. In parallel to this increase in
electricity use in developing countries,
we will see a growing penetration of
electric and electronic devices. That’s
when the impact of power outages
will be increasingly felt and resented.
Already today, many devices and
services in hospitals, offices, public
administrations, transportation,
customs bureaus, banks etc. only work
when there is electricity.

More disasters
Major reported natural disasters have
increased from around 70 in 1975 to
over 300 in 2012 according to the
United Nations Office for Disaster
Risk Reduction (UNSDR) statistics.
These statistics omit to include

Lower Manhattan in blackout after hurricane Sandy (Photo: Iwan Baan)

disasters resulting from human
errors or the failure of electronic or
electrical equipment. And while the
latter is luckily not too common,
when equipment fails, huge disasters
can ensue. Take the example of the
electronically-controlled valve that
didn’t close when ordered. Located at
1 km under the ocean surface, it was
responsible for the biggest oil spill in
history in the Gulf of Mexico.

healthcare, clean water, safe food,
sanitation. It is often the absence of
power that exacerbates the hardship
of populations and causes the biggest
long-term economic and development
losses.
General power outages cost billions
yearly. They can also indirectly trigger
human and environmental disasters.
For example, when electric pumps
stopped working at the Fukushima
power plant they caused a nuclear

Power failures worsen disaster
impact
Electrical installations, devices and
supply are generally directly and
adversely affected by disasters
or natural phenomena such as
hurricanes, extreme cold or heat,
floods, earthquakes or lightning. When
disasters strike one of the first things
to go is electricity supply and with it

disaster that added further hardship
after the tsunami and earthquake.

Improving disaster risk
assessment and management
Improving the preparation and
response to disasters is a broad
and diverse area of activity. It
requires efforts in policy, regulation,
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standardization, conformity
assessment and technology
development.

From avoidance to mitigation
The IEC takes a three-pronged
approach with regard to disaster risk
assessment and impact mitigation:
Avoid disasters before they happen
The IEC has close to 60 Standards that
directly support risk assessment and
help reduce or avoid the risk of disasters
resulting from the failure of electrical or
electronic systems or devices. These
help increase the disaster resilience of
infrastructure for example through builtin safety mechanisms.
Speed up recovery
When disaster strikes, IEC work helps
increase the dependability of alarm and
emergency systems during extreme
conditions and facilitates and speeds
up recovery.

Verification and certification
IEC work is the backbone bone
behind all forms of testing and
verification in electrotechnology. The
IEC also administers four Conformity
Assessment Systems, whose Members
conduct assessment and certify
components, devices and systems that
are used to build infrastructure or that
are part of emergency systems. These
activities directly or indirectly help
avert the risk or minimize the impact of
disasters.

Assessing disaster risks
The IEC together with the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)
has developed a clear methodology
for the assessment of risks associated
with electrical safety with a view to
minimize related disasters of both
origins. The methodology, which is
detailed in ISO/IEC Guide 51, Safety
aspects – Guidelines for their inclusion
in standards, allows to determine safety

needs and minimum risk reduction
requirements.

Identifying electrical hazards
The methodology aims to identify
the risk and occurrence of electrical
hazards that can impact life or
property. Those include for example:
• electric shock
• fire and burns
• explosions
• biological or chemical effects
• magnetic and electromagnetic fields
• ionizing and non-ionizing radiation
• leakage of current or other incorrect
functioning
• mechanical hazards
• environmental
This approach is extensively used in
the development of IEC International
Safety Standards.
When equipment is designed,
manufactured and installed in line

The Hertfordshire Oil Storage Terminal, also known as the Buncefield oil depot, near Hemel Hempstead (UK), after a series of explosions
in December 2005
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with IEC International Standards it will
provide adequate protection against
leakage of current, stored charges,
arcs, electric shock and burns.
Ultimately IEC work helps protect the
investment of governments, businesses
and communities and the lives of
workers and populations.

Dependability – an important
quality
Dependability is the ability of a product
to do its job as and when required
without encountering problems.
Dependability does not happen by
itself, it needs to be designed and built
into products.
Properties of dependability
Several aspects define the
dependability of a product:
• Reliability – how long can the
product do its job without failing?
• Maintainability – how easy is it to
keep the product in good running
condition?
• Maintenance support – how difficult
would it be to repair the product
if it fails, how much would it cost
and how fast could the repair be
completed?
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 56:
Dependability, published the
International Standard ISO/IEC 31010,
Risk management – risk assessment
techniques, which is a supporting
Standard for ISO 31000, Risk
management – Principles and
guidelines. It provides systematic
methods and tools for the assessment
of risk and dependability and the
management of equipment, services
and systems throughout their life cycles.

Functional safety – essential to
overall safety
Functional safety is another important
concept that contributes to the overall
safety of devices and systems. It
describes the safety that results from
a system or equipment responding

The Deepwater Horizon oil spill, in the Gulf of Mexico, is considered the largest accidental
marine oil spill in the history of the petroleum industry

and operating correctly after having
received an instruction (input). For
example, a safety valve that opens or
closes precisely when it receives an
electronic impulse to do so, such as
during the filling of a chemical tank.
The concept of functional safety
is applicable across all industry
sectors and is fundamental for most
safety-related systems. The oil and
gas industry, nuclear plants, the
manufacturing sector, to name but a
few, all rely heavily on functional safety
to achieve safety for equipment that
can give rise to hazards.

Presenting IEC work at global
disaster conference in Japan
During the third UN World Conference
on Disaster Risk Reduction (WCDRR),
which was held from 14-18 March
2015 in Sendai, Japan, IEC General
Secretary & CEO Frans Vreeswijk
was invited to speak at the official
Working Session Standards for DRR
including Building Codes. In front of a
large audience, Vreeswijk presented

many aspects of IEC work in this area.
The presentation can be accessed at:
http://bit.ly/1S5xsQL

IEC White Papers shared broadly
by UN
The IEC White Papers on sustainable
Smart Cities and Microgrids for
disaster relief were submitted to the UN
and have been made accessible to the
worldwide UN community:
• Orchestrating infrastructure for
sustainable smart cities
• Microgrids for disaster
preparedness and recovery with
electricity continuity plans and
systems: with electricity continuity
plans and systems

Enabling more resilient
infrastructure
IEC work helps countries to assess,
manage and reduce the duration and
impact of disasters by helping them to
build more resilient infrastructure that is
easier to repair and maintain.
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Four wheels good, 2 or 3 wheels better!
The future looks bright for two- and three-wheeled electric vehicles
bikes sold, with significant differences
existing between countries due to
variations in pricing and consumer
habits. In 2013, sales of e-bikes totalled
410 000 units in Germany, 440 000 in
Japan and only about 173 000 in the
US (out of a total of about 15 million
bikes sold there).
One country that stands out is China,
where it is estimated that about
200 million e-bikes are on the road, with
some 32 million sold in 2013 alone.
All of these machines are built on
systems and components – batteries
and drives in particular – which rely
entirely on IEC International Standards
prepared by IEC Technical Committee
(TC) 21: Secondary cells and batteries,
for the former, or IEC TC 2: Rotating
machinery, for the latter.
Spanish motorbike Bultaco is reborn with e-motorbikes

Morand Fachot
The electric power two-wheel
vehicle global market is expected
to grow significantly, moving
beyond e-bikes as a number of
large manufacturers will start
launching new models of scooters
and motorbikes that will appeal to
a larger customer base that will
include commuters, casual and
commercial users

More convenience, lower running
costs
As urban commuters find it increasingly
difficult to get to work by car or
public transport because of cost
and congestion, they are turning
increasingly to two-wheelers, so far
mainly scooters and motorbikes driven
by internal combustion engines (ICEs)
or bicycles and electric bicycles,
distance permitting. However,
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e-scooters and e-motorbikes are
also becoming more common. This
trend, observed mainly in Asia, China
in particular, is set to spread to other
regions, such as Europe and North
America, as more advanced machines
are introduced to these markets, with
their different needs and expectations.

It all started with e-bikes
In most industrialized countries, the
term EV means electric cars. Electric
two-wheelers are predominantly
e-bikes: bicycles fitted with a small
electric motor and rechargeable
batteries to boost the power the rider
provides.
In Europe, e-bikes sales have increased
dramatically in recent years, more than
nine-fold between 2006 and 2013.
However, they still account for less than
5% of the total number of conventional

Battery chemistries dictate price
points
E-bikes use different types of battery
chemistries, the most common being
lead-acid, nickel metal hydride (NiMH)
or lithium ion (Li-ion). The price of
e-bikes is predominantly determined by
the battery chemistry used. Estimates
made in 2013 indicate that lead-acid
batteries cost about EUR 30/kWh,
NiMH EUR 300/kWh and
Li-ion up to EUR 600/kWh.
With Li-ion batteries being roughly
20 times more expensive per unit of
energy than lead-acid batteries, the
Chinese industry has concentrated its
efforts on the production of e-bikes
powered by lead-acid batteries. As
a result, the cost of e-bikes in China
averaged about USD 167 in 2011,
compared to USD 815 in North
America and USD 1 546 in Western
Europe, according to a 2012 report by
the Pike Research company.
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From e-bikes to e-motorbikes and
e-scooters
E-bikes may share the popularity
of conventional bicycles, but they
have their limitations for a number of
users, such as impracticality over long
distances or when carrying loads.
These users may prefer a scooter or a
motorbike, but until recently their choice
of powered two-wheelers has been
limited in most countries to ICE-driven
machines. However a trend is emerging
with the introduction of electric power
two-wheel vehicles (e-PTWs).
These can be found in large numbers
nearly exclusively in China, where the
market is likely to account for 96,3%
of the e-scooter world market in
2015, according to a recent Navigant
Research report “Electric Motorcycles
and Scooters”.

From China to the rest of the world
Asked about the main reasons behind
the widespread adoption of e-PTWs in
China, Ryan Citron, co-author of the
recent Navigant report, told e-tech:
“It mostly comes down to cost and
policies. As far as cost is concerned,
China uses very cheap lead-acid
batteries. Over the lifetime of a vehicle
you’re generally going to spend less
money on an electric vehicle than you
would on an ICE-powered one, just
because of the petrol cost. That’s
probably the number one factor.
Policies play a big part as well; there
are quite a few policies against
ICE-powered two-wheeled vehicles.
For example, Shanghai, a big city,
is banning all these from 2016. So,
obviously, policies like that open up big
opportunities for electric vehicles”.
However, Navigant forecasts that the
European and North American markets
will see a significant expansion when
new and more powerful (i.e. above
30 kW) machines become available.
It also expects India, Indonesia and
Vietnam to experience significant
growth.

Challenges to adoption
Batteries and charging are still some
of the main obstacles to the widescale
adoption of e-PTWs in many markets.
The kind of battery chemistry
that provides the best possible
performance is Li-ion. However
Li-ion batteries are many times more
expensive than lead-acid batteries
and represent a sizeable portion of the
overall cost of an e-PTW. Alternative
solutions do exist; one of them, put
forward by US e-scooter manufacturer
Z Electric Vehicle (ZEV), is a silicate
lead-based battery (rather than leadacid), which it claims gives its S-6000L
e-scooter a longer range and higher
speed than similarly-priced bikes
produced by other manufacturers
which use lithium batteries.
Furthermore, these batteries cost
about a third of their lithium equivalent,
a significant advantage when batteries
need replacing.
Another challenge to the wide adoption
of e-PTWs is the lack of easily
accessible charging stations since
e-PTW batteries cannot be easily
removed for charging at home, unlike
e-bike batteries. Unless users have a
garage, the option of charging e-PTWs
in streets is currently neither realistic
nor practical. One solution that is to
be trialled soon by Gogoro in Taipei
is the rapid swapping of low batteries
for fresh ones in specially dedicated
stations.

On the other hand, e-PTWs are less
likely to be stolen. According to Darus
Zehrbach from ZEV, “the theft of
e-bikes or even their parts has never
been an issue for us. Not one touched
in 8 years. (…) No one steals a bike
that does not come with a charger that
they may or may not be able to get. No
one steals batteries that only fit that
bike”.

Fast expanding market foreseen
While today most e-PTWs are sold in
China, they are of the low-power class
(peak motor performance less than
30 kW). Prospects for wider adoption
elsewhere, in particular in highlydeveloped economies, rest on the
introduction of more powerful models
(more than 30 kW). Few such models
are currently available and their cost
is still high, but this is changing.
Navigant forecasts that some
7 800 powerful e-PTWs will be sold
in the world this year, but that due to
recent consolidations in the industry
and anticipated models from leading
Japanese and US manufacturers
expected fairly soon, the market should
grow rapidly. Navigant forecasts a
34,1% CAGR in the high-powered
e-motorcycle market between 2015
and 2024, with sales expected to reach
108 142 units by 2024.
Worsening traffic congestion in many
countries (which will affect electric
cars as well), and its cost to their
economies, is also set to lead to a

Swiss Post Kyburz three-wheeler with trailer
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Electric “tuk-tuks” offer “green” taxi services (Photo: Tuk Tuk Factory B.V.)

wider adoption of two-wheelers in
general, and e-PTWs in particular.
A recent study forecasts that “the
combined annual cost of traffic gridlock
in Europe and the US will soar to
USD 293,1 billion by 2030, almost a
50% increase from 2013”, and that
“the total cumulative cost of traffic
congestion for these economies
is estimated to be a staggering
USD 4,4 trillion”. This economic cost
may also encourage governments to
introduce financial incentives such as
tax breaks or subsidies for e-PTWs.

Early adopters
If private users riding large
e-motorbikes and e-scooters are not
yet a familiar sight in many countries,
the presence of electric three-wheelers
used for operations such as delivering
post or providing taxi services is
no longer unusual. Postal services
have found that these machines
allow quicker mail delivery than using
bicycles or light ICE-powered scooters,
as postmen no longer need to return to
sorting offices to reload with more mail
and parcels.
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One such mail delivery vehicle, a Kyburz
DXP from Swiss Post, is a familiar sight
outside the IEC Central Office. This
Swiss-developed and built machine
can carry over 250 kg when using a
small trailer. Swiss Post ordered 2 000
of these three-wheelers in 2011 with
options for thousands more.

High initial cost, but long-term
savings
However, the unit price of these
machines, reported at the time to
be nearly USD 20 000, places them
beyond the reach of many postal
services with large fleets, but low
long-term and hidden costs can be
an incentive. These machines have
much lower running, maintenance and
overhaul costs than ICE machines.
They are also more comfortable and
safer to ride than the mopeds or
bicycles used previously, especially on
wet or icy roads and even in snow.
Martin Kyburz, CEO and owner of
the eponymous company, told e-tech
that other postal services in Europe
were testing or ordering Kyburz DXP
machines.

Huge market
Swiss Post will have replaced its entire
fleet of 7 500 scooters and threewheelers with electric vehicles in 2016.
France’s La Poste Group plans to
deploy thousands of electric threewheelers for its delivery fleet in
2015. Postal services in many other
countries and regions, such as South
Africa, Brazil and Japan, are testing or
introducing two- and three-wheelers
for mail delivery.
Taxi services are also expected to
represent a high-growth area for
electric three-wheelers in regions
such as Southeast Asia, where threewheelers, also known as rickshaws
or tuk-tuks, are a popular means
of transportation, currently nearly
entirely powered by ICEs. A number of
manufacturers in Asia and in Europe
are already producing electric threewheelers for this purpose. Between
them, electric two- and three-wheelers
are forecast to represent a market
worth in excess of USD 10,5 billion
in 2015, according to the IDTechEx
market research company.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE AFFAIRS

TC work supports EV market expansion
As the number and variety of EVs continues to grow, IEC TC 69 work will remain
central to the marketplace
There were some 740 000 electric
cars on roads in 2014, half of them
registered in 2014 alone, according to
a study by Germany’s Centre for Solar
Energy and Hydrogen Research (ZSW).
Many countries have plans to put
millions of EVs on the roads by 2025.

TC 69 notes that “The electric drive
train technology with its on-board
components is also used in hybrid
vehicles which are now penetrating the
market, as well as in fuel cell vehicles
which are being developed for the
future”.

Another category of personal transport
vehicles that is experiencing very fast
growth is that of electric two- and
three-wheelers (e-PTWs).

EV batteries, motors and other parts
are often similar, whether the vehicles
are for land, water or air usage, and are
often made by the same companies.

Tesla EV powertrain

Morand Fachot
Electric vehicles (EVs) are on
the move. Their impact on the
automotive and industrial vehicle
sectors will continue to grow in
coming decades, not just in terms
of volume, but also of value.
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 69:
Electric road vehicles and electric
industrial trucks, which develops
International Standards for the
sector and works closely together
with other IEC TCs, will be central
to this expansion.

Volume doesn’t equate with profit
margin
However, in the EV sector, high volumes
do not necessarily translate into higher
profit margins. This can already be
observed in domains such as public
transport (buses), indoor forklifts, mobile
cranes and airport ground equipment.
IDTechEx estimates that in 2025 more
than two-thirds of the EV market value
(including road, water and air EVs) will
be in EVs other than cars or e-PTWs,
despite these sectors demonstrating
much smaller sales volumes.

Hybrid, plug-in hybrid, hybrid with
range extenders, battery electric
and fuel cell electric vehicle types
are available in both personal and
commercial EV sectors.

IEC International Standards
underpin EV growth
EVs were introduced more than a
century ago and at one point were
more popular than vehicles powered by
internal combustion engines. However
they later lost ground to the latter,
becoming rather unusual objects as
decades passed.

A fast expanding market
Electrification of road transport and of
industrial vehicles is growing globally.
This huge market is expected to exceed
USD 533 billion by 2025, according to
IDTechEx (which, however, includes in
its forecast all road, water, air, civilian,
military and commercial EVs). Currently
most of the attention is focused on
electric cars, the most visible and the
largest (by volume) segment of the
EV industry. This market, driven by
tightening emission standards in many
countries, is currently concentrated on
North America, Western Europe and
Asia (China, Japan and India).

Solaris Urbino 12 electric bus (Photo: Solaris Bus & Coach S.A.)
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well as on “wiring and connectors,
instrumentation and controllers for
electric road vehicles”.

•

•
The bulk of TC 69 work focuses on
charging issues which include both
conductive and wireless power transfer.
It also develops International Standards
for “Test methods for electrical
characteristics electric double-layer
capacitors for use in hybrid EVs”, in
liaison with IEC TC 40: Capacitors and
resistors for electronic equipment.

Yale electric counterbalanced forklift truck
(Photo: Yale)

As they have reappeared on roads,
the need for International Standards
has emerged. The IEC has been
involved in EV standardization for a
long time through IEC TC 69, which
was created in 1969.
Its remit is “to prepare International
Standards for road vehicles totally or
partially electrically-powered from selfcontained power sources, including
charging infrastructure for these
vehicles, and for electric industrial
trucks”.
The growing number of new countries
opting for participating status in TC 69
and of experts reflects the mounting
global interest in EVs. As of April 2015,
27 Participating and 14 Observer
countries were represented in TC 69
with some 220 experts active in its
work.
TC 69 laid the groundwork for modern
EVs in the early 1980s with a series of
Technical Reports (TRs) on “rotating
electrical machines (traction motors
and auxiliary motors) of electric road
vehicles including hybrids, which are
fed from the main traction battery” as
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A tale of many TCs
Enabling it to play a central role
in standardization for EVs,
TC 69 liaises with many other
IEC TCs and Subcommittees (SCs)
as well as with various SCs of
the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), such as
TC 22: road vehicles. TC 69 has
also established informal coordination
with other organizations such as the
Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE), the European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardization
(CENELEC), the European Committee
for Standardization (CEN) and the
Japanese Electric Vehicle Association
(JEVA).
Since energy for EVs is supplied mainly
by batteries, TC 69 liaises closely with
TC 21: Secondary cells and batteries,
and its SCs.
TC 69 also works with the following
IEC TCs and SCs:
• TC 64: Electrical installations and
protection against electric shock
• SC 121B: Low-voltage switchgear
and controlgear assemblies
• TC 77: Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC), the
International special committee
on radio interference (CISPR),
and the IEC Advisory Committee
on Electromagnetic Compatibility
(ACEC), to ensure compliance
with EMC and RFI (radio frequency
interference) Standards

SC 23E: Circuit-breakers and
similar equipment for household
use
SC 23H: Plugs, socket-outlets
and couplers for industrial and
similar applications, and for
electric vehicles. The SC develops
International Standards in the
IEC 62196 series for “Plugs, socketoutlets, vehicle connectors and
vehicle inlets for the conductive
charging of EVs”

TC 69 stresses that “the ongoing
liaison-cooperation with ISO
TC22/SC21: Electrically propelled road
vehicles, is essential for the realization
of efficient vehicle-related standards
and needs to continue”.

Connecting to the grid
Anticipating the growth in the
volume of EVs on the roads requires
addressing issues relating to the
special structure necessary to charge
EVs and communication issues that
exist between the two. To achieve
this, experts from IEC TC 69 and from
a number of ISO TC 22 SCs working
within TC 69/JWG 1 (Joint Working
Group): Vehicle-to-grid communication
interface (V2GCI), are developing
the ISO 15118 series of International
Standards for V2GCI. Two Standards
have been published in this series so
far and more are under development.
Communication between EVs and the
grid will become increasingly important
as smart grids are rolled out in a
growing number of countries, with EVs
acting as storage devices and feeding
power to the grid when needed.
TC 69 also takes part in other JWGs
with IEC TC 21 and its SC 21A.
With the growing EV market for cars,
commercial and industrial vehicles
showing no sign of slowing down,
TC 69 standardization activities will
continue to sustain the expansion of
this market for the foreseeable future.

CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT

How to accelerate EV adoption
Certification to boost buyer confidence in EV range and technologies
Support also comes from the
standardization and conformity
assessment (CA) sector. The IEC in
particular has recognized very early
on the benefits that EVs could offer in
terms of potential energy storage and
the environment.

An EV charging station…

Claire Marchand
Although many automotive
manufacturers have added EVs
(electric vehicles) to their product
lines in recent years, they remain
very much a niche market, albeit
one that is dynamic and developing
steadily. And while potential
buyers may still be somewhat
concerned by the short range and
long charges generally associated
with EVs nowadays, industry is
striving to come up with innovative
solutions to remedy these
problems.

The bigger picture
The EV industry is still in its infancy.
Although they were first seen in the
1900s and then briefly in the 1970s,
technologies have evolved at such a
rapid pace in recent years that these

previous experiments cannot really be
taken into account.
Today’s EV development cannot be
conceived without considering the
bigger picture. EVs are not stand-alone
products. Connection to the grid, twoway communications, energy storage,
to name but a few issues, have to be
taken into account. A broad roll-out of
EVs will require significant investment
into the energy and charging
infrastructure.

Wide support from standardization
and CA
Car manufacturers however are
not alone in this still new venture.
Governments increasingly push
for electrified transportation and in
many cases offer incentives for EV
development.

Electric and electronic
infrastructure
Many IEC Technical Committees (TCs)
and thousands of experts work on the
electric and electronic infrastructure
that allows cars to operate as expected
and connect safely to the grid. IEC
standardization work includes:
• a multitude of components,
switches, connectors, wires
• lighting and displays that are built
into any modern car
• audio, video, in-vehicle
communication and connection
• batteries, capacitors and fuel-cells
• connectors and charging
infrastructure, electric accessories,
inductive charging, and more
• functional safety of charging
stations and vehicles
• overall electrical safety and
protection from shocks, overvoltage
and fires electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC)
• interfaces and protocols for vehicleto-grid communication, IT security
and data protection
The IEC Standardization Management
Board (SMB) has also established a
Systems Evaluation Group, SEG 5:
Electrotechnology for mobility, to
evaluate the interaction between plugin electric vehicles and the electricity
supply infrastructure and propose an
IEC approach for the development of
e-mobility standards. Its mission is to
determine the best solution (in terms
of safety, interoperability and system
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IEC 61851, Electric vehicle
conductive charging system
IEC 62196, Plugs, socket-outlets,
vehicle connectors and vehicle
inlets

In addition, IEC 61851-1 defines three
cable and plug setups which can be
used to charge EVs: Case A, where
the cable is permanently attached to
the EV; Case B, where the cable is
not permanently attached to anything;

…and the plug to charge the car
(Photo: Daimler)

performance), for the future work of
systems-level standards for electric
vehicles within the IEC. This includes
close synchronization and coordination
with automobile manufacturers and
suppliers, ISO/TC 22: Road vehicles,
IEC Systems Committee (SyC) on
Smart Energy, IEC SEG 1: Smart Cities,
applicable IEC TCs and Subcommittees
(SCs), fora and consortia.

Certifying compliance to
Standards
However, compliance with IEC
International Standards is only the
first step. To make sure the parts and
components used in manufacturing
EVs are of the highest quality and
reliability, they need to be tested and
certified.
Here again the IEC, through its
Conformity Assessment Systems,
offers a key part of the solution.

EV charging Standards
The IEC 62196 series comprises three
International Standards. They define the
plugs and sockets which can be used
to charge an EV. IEC 62196-1:2014
contains the general requirements;
IEC 62196-2:2011 standardizes
dimensional compatibility and
interchangeability requirements for
alternative current (AC) pin and contacttube accessories; and IEC 62196-3:2014
deals with dimensional compatibility
and interchangeability requirements for
direct current (DC) and AC/DC pin and
contact-tube vehicle couplers.
These Standards build upon IEC
61851-1:2010 which defines the four
modes of charging an EV from a power
source. Modes 1 to 3 are estimated
to allow an EV to be fully charged in
between three and ten hours through
direct connection to a mains supply.
Mode 4 could fully charge an EV in
under ten minutes, but as it uses offgrid batteries, it is the most expensive
to implement.
The new general IEC 62196-1 Standard
applies to all four of these modes while
IEC 62196-2 applies to mains charging
(Modes 1 to 3) and IEC 62196-3 to DC
charging (Mode 4).

and Case C where the cable is
permanently attached to the
charging station.

IECEE-certified automotive parts
and components
But IECEE was involved in the
testing and certification of parts
and components for the automotive
industry long before it launched the
ELVH category. Lighting, switches,
electrical safety, EMC, hazardous
substances have all belonged to the
IECEE portfolio for many years.

Relying on batteries
And so have batteries. Fuel-powered
and hybrid cars, trucks, buses,
locomotives and aircraft also rely on
batteries to start their engine or, in
some cases, the auxiliary power unit
(APU).
When testing and certifying EV
batteries, IECEE focuses on multiple
aspects. Electrical energy storage is
an important element that will have
an impact on EV range and batterycharging frequency. Endurance and
lifespan are also under scrutiny.
To avoid risks such as overheating
and short circuits, parameters such

IECEE (IEC System of Conformity
Assessment Schemes for
Electrotechnical Equipment and
Components) has a specific
programme for EVs, called ELVH
The IECEE CB Scheme, through its
registered CBTLs (Certification Body
Testing Laboratories), and NCBs
(National Certification Bodies), can test
and certify charging systems, stations
and plugs against two series of IEC
International Standards:
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as voltage, current, power and
temperature also need to be measured
and tested.
Through its standardization and
conformity assessment work, the
IEC offers a truly global platform that
covers the electric and electronic
infrastructure that allows cars to
The new Kia Soul has a 27-kWh power pack
made up of 192 lithium-ion polymer battery
cells in 8 modules
(Photo: kia-world.net)

operate safely and helps the
EV industry make the connection
to the grid.

CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT

Fuelling safety
IECEx certification helps keep explosions or fires at bay
accommodated. When flying, an
aircraft can accumulate a charge
of static electricity. If this is not
dissipated before fuelling, an electric
arc can occur which may ignite fuel
vapours. To prevent this, aircrafts
are electrically bonded to the fuelling
apparatus before fuelling begins and
are not disconnected until fuelling is
complete. Some regions require that
the aircraft or fuel truck be grounded
as well.
Aviation fuel can cause severe
environmental damage, and all fuelling
vehicles must carry equipment to
control fuel spills. In addition, fire
extinguishers must be present at
any fuelling operation, and airport
firefighting forces are specially trained
and equipped to handle aviation fuel
fires and spills.
Petrol stations are potentially hazardous areas

Claire Marchand
Anyone of us can be in close
contact with Ex or explosive
atmospheres. They are not
restricted to oil refineries,
offshore oil rigs, gas plants or
mines. While many industries
operate in potentially hazardous
environments, risks are also
present in transportation: gas
station or aircraft refuelling zones
fully qualify as Ex areas.

Exposed car drivers
Unless you are in the minority of drivers
who have opted for the fully electric
car, you are bound to enter a potentially
hazardous area each time you need
to put petrol in your car. The most
prevalent risks associated with petrol
station environment hazards are fires
and explosions.

Throughout the world, the strictest
Petrol is highly flammable, and can
be very dangerous if proper safety
precautions are not observed. There
are several strict rules to be observed
while refuelling, among them: Don’t
smoke. Don’t leave the engine running.
Touch the car body before refuelling to
discharge static electricity. Watch for
overflow.

regulations are issued by airport
authorities, airlines and oil companies
to ensure that the storage and handling
of fuel, the transportation of fuel by a
tank truck from the storage location to
the aircraft, and the refuelling itself are
performed according to the highest
level of safety.

IECEx solutions
Aircraft refuelling: larger scale
higher risks
Aviation fuel is generally of a higher
quality than fuels used in less critical
applications, such as heating or road
transport, and often contains additives
to reduce the risk of icing or explosion
due to high temperatures, amongst
other properties.

IECEx, the IEC System for Certification
to Standards Relating to Equipment
for Use in Explosive Atmospheres, has
several solutions for manufacturers
of equipment used in refuelling
operations. The System has put in
place a number of Schemes that
provide assurance that equipment
and systems are manufactured,
maintained, repaired and operated

Aviation fuelling has a number of
unique characteristics that must be

according to the highest International
Standards of safety.
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independent proof that the certificate
holder has the required qualifications,
experience and capability to apply
the various Ex-related Standards that
cover tasks from area classification to
installation, inspection, maintenance
and repair covering equipment located
in hazardous areas. All personnel
working in an environment that uses
fuel in high quantities qualify for
seeking an IECEx CoPC.
In terms of the IECEx CoPC Scheme,
competence is defined as “the ability
The strictest regulations are issued by airport authorities, airlines and oil companies to ensure that
all refuelling operations meet the highest level of safety

to apply knowledge” rather than simply
assessing knowledge. In this sense
the assessments of persons include

Proof of the right level of
protection: IECEx Certified
Equipment Scheme
From the smallest to the largest
piece of equipment used in refuelling
operations, all can be tested and
certified by IECEx. An IECEx Certificate
is like a passport for manufacturers
of Ex equipment. It provides clear
proof of claimed compliance with
International Standards. It certifies
that the equipment in question has
the right level of protection. It provides
assurance that products bearing
an IECEx Certificate conform to the
International Standards listed on the
same Certificate.

Certified professional repair: IECEx
Certified Service Facilities Scheme
Because Ex equipment has a much
higher capital cost than the same
equipment used elsewhere, repairing
it is often more cost-effective than
replacing it. This Scheme assesses
and certifies that organizations and
workshops that provide repair and
overhaul services to the Ex industry do
so respecting the strict requirements
of IEC 60079-19:2010, Explosive
atmospheres – Part 19: Equipment
repair, overhaul and reclamation.
This ensures that unique Ex safety
features are not compromised during
the repair or overhaul process. The
system includes on-site audits prior
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to issuing the IECEx Certificate and

assessing their ability to perform

periodic audits to ensure that repair

certain Ex-related tasks.

and overhaul processes continue to
comply with IEC 60079-19 and

A growing number of major companies,

IECEx requirements.

especially those in the oil and gas
industries require workers to hold an
IECEx CoPC certificate which comes

Competence confirmed: IECEx

with a credit-card-sized photo ID card

Certification of Personnel

linked to the central International On-

Competence Scheme

Line Certificate System.

The Certificate of Personnel
Competence (CoPC) gives

For more information: www.iecex.com

The IECEx Certificate of Personnel Competence ensures that people have the required
qualifications, experience and capability to work in hazardous environments
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A woman at the top
Marie-Elisabeth d’Ornano, Chairman of IECQ
A world of opportunities
In 2005, she seized the opportunity to
discover new areas of activities and
joined LCIE Bureau Veritas France – the
Bureau Veritas group is a world leader
in testing, inspection and certification
services. The first years at LCIE, she
was responsible for the transportation,
aeronautics and defense markets,
working mainly in the organization’s
testing laboratories.
Marie-Elisabeth d’Ornano, Chairman, IECQ

Claire Marchand
Science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics, or STEM,
careers are still very much
the prerogative of men.
Electrotechnical standardization
and conformity assessment are no
exception. In recent years however,
women have made dents in this
long-standing tradition. MarieElisabeth d’Ornano, who became
Chairman of IECQ, the IEC Quality
Assessment System for Electronic
Components, on 1 January 2014, is
such a woman and a good example
for others to follow.

In 2012 she moved to the Certification
department, with the task of
establishing and developing new
activities and a year later she became
Deputy Director for Certification.

First woman to head an
IEC CA System
2013 was a pivotal year for d’Ornano.
On the one hand, she succeeded
Michel Brénon, then LCIE Director
of Certification, when he retired at
the end of the year. On the other,
she was appointed as Chairman
of IECQ.

In both cases, Brénon played a major
role. A key figure of IEC standardization
and conformity assessment for more
than 20 years, his two hats – LCIE
Director of Certification and IECQ
Vice-Chairman – made him a strong
supporter of d’Ornano’s candidacy for
the IECQ chairmanship.
Although d’Ornano knew about the
IEC Conformity Assessment (CA)
Systems, in particular IECEE
(IEC System of Conformity Assessment
Schemes for Electrotechnical
Equipment and Components) –
she had used the CB Scheme in
her previous positions – she soon
discovered the singularity of IECQ, a
System that she knew little about.

Times of change
Since the 2010s, the oldest IEC CA
System – established in the early
1970s – had been undergoing massive
changes after years of low activity. New
operational documents, a restructuring
of its Schemes and the addition of

The early days
Marie-Elisabeth d’Ornano has
a Masters in Engineering from
ENSEEIHT, the University for
Electronical Engineering, Electronics,
Computer Science, Hydraulics and
Telecommunications in Paris, France,
and a Masters in Management of
Technology and Innovation from the
University Dauphine, Paris, France.
After completing her studies, d’Ornano
worked first for Electricité de France
(EDF), the French public utility with
worldwide activities, and then for
the French branch of the Swiss
company ASCOM, a leader in the
telecommunications sector.

IECQ is setting up a new Scheme for the certification of LED component parts, assemblies
and modules
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Chip on board (COB) LED light source (Photo: K-Bridge Electronics Co Ltd)

new ones, a revamped website and a
proactive attitude towards the markets
were the first steps in a campaign
aimed at raising awareness and
visibility in the electronics sector.

Finding the right solution
Her background in industry, testing
and certification and her fresh
approach – not marred by years of
service in the System – was the perfect
combination that the System needed
to make headway. Leaving the purely
technical side to the experts, she sees
her role as a kind of facilitator. New
ideas, proposals and technologies
are brought to the tables and they
are discussed with IECQ Executive
Secretary Chris Agius and his team
as well as with the members of the
Management Committee with a view of
finding new and better solutions.
For d’Ornano, there’s seldom only one
solution. Whatever the problem, it is
important to see the global picture,
bounce ideas off one another and
figure out all the options that are
available before actually making a
decision that will benefit both the
System and the markets. As part of her
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function as Chairman, she is building
links between all stakeholders.
While she considers the Sydney-based
IECQ Secretariat as the backbone
of the System, she seizes every
opportunity to make contacts within
the electronics sector and to represent
IECQ when she is traveling.
A strong believer in teamwork and the
virtues of dialogue, she says she’s
lucky to be able to participate actively
in the development and the evolution of
the System.

Cooperation with IEC CA Systems
D’Ornano is also an advocate of
cooperation between the IEC CA
Systems to meet the demands made
by industry and stakeholders. Today’s
world of fast-evolving technologies and
complex systems often call for different
and often innovative solutions.
Within the electronics sector, IECQ
clearly doesn’t have all the answers.
One option would be to create new
Schemes, or even new Systems,
another is to take a step back and
examine what’s already available in all

the IEC CA Systems and then select
what is appropriate. This obviously
requires some degree of cooperation.
As she puts it: “We really have to sit
down together and discuss what’s
feasible, how we can collaborate on
specific issues.

Future challenges
Asked what the main challenge was
for IECQ in the future, d’Ornano said:
Raising awareness and making the
markets better understand what
IECQ – and by extension all
IEC CA Systems – is and can provide.
There are still misunderstandings
concerning certification vs
standardization and regulations, there
are misunderstandings about the
different certification processes and
how they can be “combined” when
needed. “We sometimes have to be
very innovative in terms of processes
but the tools are there and we can
come up with original solutions. We are
the experts but we have to be good at
communicating and explaining this to
the markets and the stakeholders”
For more information on IECQ:
www.iecq.org

IEC WORLD

Russia in the spotlight
IEC increases cooperation with lighting sector in Russia

Animated fountain in Moscow’s Square
of Europe (Photo: Denghu, e.wikipedia)

Claire Marchand
When asked what city is named the
“City of Lights”, most of us would
naturally and immediately say
“Paris”. The French capital earned
its nickname when it became one
of the first to adopt street lighting
– gas lamps – in the 1820s and
1830s. Today, many cities around
the world could compete with Paris
to be the City of Lights, Moscow
featuring high on the list.

A long and well-established
tradition
The Russian Federation has a long
tradition of research and development,
know-how and expertise in lighting
technologies. More than a century ago,
in 1908, a conference was organized
by a group of lighting engineers to
discuss specific issues in their field. In
1922, the “Committee of illumination
engineering” was set up in Moscow.
In 1951, VNISI, the Russian Lighting
Research Institute, was established.
Named after S.I. Vavilov, a Soviet
physicist known for his work in
luminescence, founder of the Soviet
school of physical optics and President
of the USSR Academy of Sciences
from 1945 until his death in 1951, the
Institute is the leading Russian national
research centre for lighting engineering.

A leader in its field
Since the early days, VNISI has
been conducting basic and applied
research, design and engineering work
in various areas of lighting engineering.
Among their major achievements, and
in close collaboration with the lighting
industry sector, VNISI specialists
provided lighting engineering and
maintenance for the 1980 Moscow
Olympic Games.
The research centre specializes in
developing state-of the-art lighting
solutions, from theory, methods,
technology and standardization to the
building of high-performance lighting
fixtures, illumination devices and
systems used in civil applications as
well as in military lighting equipment
and space technology.
VNISI offers postgraduate studies in
lighting engineering.

Relying on IEC International
Standards
VNISI carries out work in the field of
standardization in cooperation with the
Russian Technical Committee (TC) 332:
Lighting equipment for lighting fittings,
control gear, impulse starting devices,

conversion devices, controllers, and so
forth.
At the international level, TC 332
cooperates with IEC TC 34: Lamps and
related equipment. TC 332 receives
working documents from the IEC – new
projects or amendments to existing
IEC International Standards among
others – and uses them to evolve
and update its own standardization
work, thus allowing the introduction of
international requirements in national
standards for lighting equipment, with
special emphasis on LED-based light
sources and solutions.

Closer ties
Within the last two years, cooperation
between VNISI and the IEC has
gone beyond pure standardization
work. A visit to the research centre
was organized by the Russian
National Committee (NC) of the IEC
in September 2013. IEC General
Secretary and CEO Frans Vreeswijk,
accompanied by Antoinette Pitteloud,
Executive Secretary, Office of the
General Secretary, and Katharine Fraga
Pearson, Head of Governance and
Global Strategy, were given a tour of the
VNISI facilities and had the opportunity

From left: Dr Aleksey Bartsev, Head of VNISI Test Center, Dr Leonid Prikupets, Head of
Laboratory, Anatoly Chernyak, Head of Laboratory, Dr Anna Shakhparunyants, Antoinette
Pitteloud, Dr Dmitry Yushkov, Head of the Centre for Innovative Lighting Engineering
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The IEC has long since recognized
the importance of developing ties
with the academic world. These
presentations at MPEI represented
a unique opportunity to lay the
groundwork for closer cooperation
with a highly regarded university.

to meet the General Director Anna
Shakhparunyants and her team.
A year later, in early October 2014,
Antoinette Pitteloud paid a second visit
to the centre. The meeting with VNISI
General Director and the heads of
department focused on standardization
activities and illumination quality
surveillance.

State-of-the-art facility
Next on the agenda was a tour of the
new Centre for Innovative Lighting
Engineering, set up jointly by VNISI
and the Lighting Engineering faculty of
MPEI (National Research University),
one of the largest technical universities
in Russia.
Pitteloud had the privilege to see
the new facility before its official
inauguration in December 2014 (see
article in this issue of e-tech) and was
given an overview of the work done by
the centre through demonstrations of
different technologies, processes and
prototypes as well as 3D modulations
of light devices.

Academia matters
Following a visit to the Department of
Design/Architectural Design of Moscowbased Light Project company, Pitteloud
was invited by Georgy Boos, President
of the Boos Lighting (BL) Group and
Head of the Lighting Engineering
faculty, to give a presentation at MPEI
in the presence of the University
Rector Nikolay Rogalev and several
heads of faculties and professors. She
explained in considerable details the
role and activities of the IEC, highlighting
its standardization and conformity
assessment work.
Vreeswijk, together with Pitteloud,
returned to Russia in December 2014.
At the instigation of Rector Rogalev,
the General Secretary also made a
presentation at MPEI in front of a large
audience of professors, researchers
and students. Vreeswijk focused on
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the global scope of the IEC covering
the whole energy chain and the
many different applications in which
electricity and electronics are used.

MPEI provides higher education
and scientific research in the field of
energetic and electrical engineering,
radio electronics and computer
engineering.

Raising awareness in Russia and
Russian-speaking countries
While in Russia in December
2014, Vreeswijk had meetings with
Alexander Novak of the Ministry of
Energy of the Russian Federation,
with Valery Koreshkov of the
Eurasian Economic Commission
(EEC) and with the Russian NC.
Ministry of Energy
At the Ministry of Energy Vreeswijk
explained the role of the IEC in
the energy sector, in particular
in electricity transmission and
renewable energy, as well as the two
important pillars of the
IEC: standardization and conformity
assessment. He emphasized the
importance of active academia (e.g.
of MPEI) the relations of IEC with
the Eurasian Economic Commission
(EEC), the future General Meetings
in Belarus in 2015 and Russia in
2017. Novak said he would support
the efforts of the IEC and take the
necessary measures to achieve the
proposed goals.
EEC
Discussions focused on the
implementation of the Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) signed in
October 2013 (see article in e-tech
November 2013) and concrete actions

to increase cooperation between IEC
and EEC, comprising Russia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan and as of January 2015,
Armenia and Kirgizstan.
Koreshkov confirmed that EEC
will support the organization of
IEC workshops and meetings
to promote the adoption of
IEC International Standards, increase
the participation of the EEC experts
in the work of the IEC and promote
IEC Conformity Assessment (CA)
and the acceptance of IEC CA
Certificates and Report in support
of technical regulations.
National Committee
A number of topics were addressed
during the meeting with the NC:
• implementation of the MoU
between IEC and the EuroAsian
Interstate Council (EASC) signed
in Moscow in October 2014 (see
article in e-tech June/July 2014)
• organization of workshops and
promotion of IEC activities in the
Russian-speaking countries:
• translations of IEC International
Standards into Russian
• integration of IEC IT tools
• organization of the 81st General
Meeting in Russia
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Moscow’s spectacular nightscape
The new Centre for Innovative Lighting Engineering trains tomorrow’s experts
in lighting design
Claire Marchand
In recent years, illumination has
become a creative extension
of architecture. The simple
spotlights that lighted monuments
and buildings have been replaced
by complex lighting solutions
that enhance and strengthen
interior and exterior environments,
creating dramatic and spectacular
spatial effects

A new dimension through lighting
Architectural lighting design, a
new discipline that brings together
architecture, interior design and
electrical engineering, creates lighting
systems that combine natural and
electric light to obtain the desired
effect.
How much light is required, how
space and objects will be affected by
the colour of the light, the distribution
of light within the indoor or outdoor
space, the effect it creates are
elements that have to be taken into
account in the design process.

Unique lighting solutions
The illumination of buildings or spaces
relies on three fundamental aspects:
aesthetic appeal, ergonomics and

On inauguration day of the Centre for
Innovative Lighting Engineering, tours of
the facilities and demonstrations of the
technologies and equipment were organized

Among the lighting projects carried out by the BL Group, Novy Arbat…

energy efficiency. Depending on the
type of building and its use, one of the
three elements may be put forward in
the design process without excluding
the other two.

of Lighting Engineering of MPEI, the
National Research University, at the
forefront of research, development
and education in this field (see article
in this issue of e-tech).

While theatres, museums and
historical monuments may favour
aesthetics to enhance the appearance
and emotional impact of their
architecture, offices and warehouses
may opt for energy-efficient lighting,
and healthcare or sports facilities will
rely on ergonomics to provide very
specific amounts of light to operate in
optimal conditions.

The Centre for Innovative Lighting
Engineering is another example of the
vitality of the country’s involvement
in technological development in the
lighting field.

The Centre for Innovative Lighting
Engineering
Russia has a long tradition of
excellence in lighting technologies,
with VNISI, the Russian Lighting
Research Institute, and the faculty

Jointly established by VNISI and
MPEI’s faculty of Lighting Engineering,
supported by the Science Department
as well as several Moscow business
and industry representatives, the
Centre was officially inaugurated on
17 December 2014.
The Centre’s mission is to train
students, whether post graduates or
lighting experts, in scientific work and
research using digital 3D equipment.
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3D simulation key to lighting
projects
As Dmitriy Yushkov, Director of the
Centre, explained, creating prototypes
will be a compulsory step for the
modern development of any new
lighting system or solution. Prototypes
help evaluate the appearance and the
ergonomics of future models, check
the functionality of the design and
offer the possibility to make necessary
changes at the last minute if needed.
The services provided by the Centre go
from training in 3D modelling and 3D
simulation to developing and designing
lighting devices as well as commercial
projects (production of units or series).

Inauguration day
VNISI General Director Anna
Shakhparunyants opened the
ceremony and described the latest
developments in the field of lighting
equipment, design, stressing the
importance of aesthetics, in the
creation of a device or a component.

About the BL Group
Architectural lighting design has
also been thriving in major Russian
cities. Moscow is a good example
of how the urban environment
can be dramatically enhanced by
exceptional and innovative lighting
solutions.
The initiative to transform Moscow
into a “City of Lights” goes back to
the mid-1990s. The objective of the
city planners was to highlight the
major monuments in the historic
centre, and also to use bold, vibrant
coloured lights to give skyscrapers a
strong night-time presence.

Dr Andrey Grigoriev, a Professor in the
MPEI Lighting Department, wished
the students every success in their
endeavour to become the lighting
experts of tomorrow.
Also present at the event were
Marina Lvova, representative of the
Centre of Innovative Development,
Irina Tzvetkova, representative of the
Moscow Committee on architecture
and town-planning, and Ivan Vasilev,
light designer and a member of the
International Association of Light
Designers (IALD). All were emphatic in
their praise of the Centre, mentioning
the invaluable technical and creative
opportunities offered by the stateof-the-art technologies and 3D
simulations.
The official part of the day was
followed by tours of the facility,
demonstrations and explanations of
the technologies and equipment used
by the Centre.
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…and the Moscow State University

The company Svetoservis, part of
the BL Group holding, has been in
charge of the illumination project.
Since 2012, the use of LEDs
and the latest technologies in
automated control systems,
lighting management and energy
efficiency have created an even more
spectacular nightscape.
Georgy Boos, President of the BL
Group holding is also Head of MPEI
Lighting Engineering faculty.
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Sharing know-how – Building bigger
markets
Dr Yinbiao Shu, President, State Grid Corporation of China
improving management skills and
business competitiveness. Overall,
they have helped improve China’s
standard of living.

Claire Marchand
IEC Global Visions interviewed
Dr Yinbiao Shu, President, State
Grid Corporation of China (SGCC),
the biggest utility in the world. Shu
explains how active participation
in IEC work has enabled SGCC to
first build a reliable infrastructure
in China and now to contribute
significantly to global power
technology advancement.

For Shu, active participation in IEC
technical work has many advantages: it
hastens SGCC’s technology innovation,
strengthens its competitive advantage,
opens potential new markets and
helps to be at the forefront of market
trends. He adds that as part of the
IEC community, his company can
improve product competitiveness and
expand market share. “I would say it
can also help a company improve its
profile, increase global influence, and
ensure that technologies are included
in International Standards.” For him,
the benefits of active participation
outweigh the efforts a company puts
into contributing to IEC work.

Impact of standardization on China
On the impact of international
standardization on SGCC and
the Chinese economy in general,
Shu explains that IEC Standards
significantly contribute to improving
product quality, productivity and
efficiency, reducing production costs,

SGCC did adopt a great number of
IEC International Standards in the past
but for the past 10 years, the reverse has
been true: with the rapid development
of Chinese technology, more and more
SGCC standards have become
IEC Standards. As Shu puts it, “SGCC,
the largest utility in the world, has
become a cutting-edge global research
organization in areas such as ultra-high
voltage direct current (DC) transfer,
Smart Grid, large scale renewable
energy integration, and electric vehicle
charging networks. Through our R&D
work, many national and corporate
standards were established, allowing
us to develop mature technologies that
can be widely used in daily life.”

International Standards a must for
today’s complex power systems
With the electrical power industry
going through a period of emerging
technical innovations – Smart Grid,
electric vehicles, energy storage – the
role of the IEC is more important than
ever. More complex power operation
systems, as well as the introduction of
new energies require close cooperation
to help accelerate innovation.

Dr Yinbiao Shu, President, State Grid
Corporation of China

Applying IEC International Standards
to infrastructure development leads
to higher quality outcomes. For Shu,
it is essential that the whole spectrum
of companies and businesses in the
electrotechnical field be represented
in the IEC. Their participation in the
standardization process ensures that
new Standards are functional and
serve the public interest.

Protecting IP
Contrary to what some entrepreneurs
fear, Shu thinks intellectual property
(IP) infringement is not an issue.
Because the IEC has strict systems
in place and each country has its
own IP laws, active participation in
IEC work doesn’t affect intellectual
property rights. For him, the IEC helps
protect IP: “[…] when technologies are
included in IEC Standards, it is clear
who they belong to and therefore they
are automatically protected.”

Commitment to the IEC
Shu says that his career has
tremendously benefited from his
involvement in IEC work. He worked
as an electrical engineer at a time
when China started its transition
through reform and opening-up
policy and developed its electrical
power industry. Today, as President
of SGCC, he stresses the importance
of his role as IEC Vice-President:
“The IEC […] allows me to share
new technologies with peers and
competitors from all over the world,
exchange ideas and views on current
topics, compare and combine Chinese
technical standards with International
Standards, and consequently increase
the global competitiveness of Chinese
technologies and products.”
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Is your workplace safe?
How workplace safety can be improved
A myriad of tiny sensors enable safety
mechanisms, such as those found in
automatic doors or gates. They are
also part of the safety system which
triggers airbags in cars. Safety valves,
pressure sensors and ultrasonic
transmitters and receivers ensure
that if medical devices fail, they
trigger alarms or stop administering
drugs.

Antoinette Price
When people go to work, they
usually expect to carry out their
activities in a healthy and safe
environment. It is up to employers
and workers to do all they can to
make the workplace safe for all
who enter it.

Workplace dangers
There are many possible hazards in
the workplace, such as automatic
doors, which should open and close
with enough time to pass through
safely. On trains or subways, you want
them to remain closed for the travel
duration. Cranes on building sites
which could collapse due to overload,
causing possible harm to humans or
damage to property. Chemicals or
other hazardous materials that are
used during production processes or
stored at the work place.
On 28 April, the International Labour
Organization (ILO) will celebrate the
World Day for safety and health at
work with the theme, ‘Join in building a
culture of prevention on occupational
safety and health (OSH)’.

Airbags inflate upon impact, saving lives
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Electrical control panel

Minimizing risk at work
Electric and electronic devices
and systems in the workplace can
potentially cause harm to people or
the environment, if they don’t have
built-in safety mechanisms, which
reduce potential risks to an acceptable
level.
IEC work ensures the dependability
and functional safety of such devices
and systems. IEC Technical Committee
(TC) 56 for example, has published an
International Standard that provides
systematic methods and tools for the
assessment of risks and reliability
of equipment, services and systems
throughout their life cycles. IEC
International Standards in tandem with
IEC Conformity Assessment Systems
also help identify electrical hazards that
can impact workers or property. They
allow to determine safety needs and
minimum risk reduction requirements
for electric safety, covering topics
such as electric shock, fire and burns,
explosions, biological and chemical
effects, magnetic and electromagnetic
fields, radiation, leakage of current,
mechanical and environmental
hazards.
These and many other IEC
International Standards help ensure
the dependability and reliability of the
electric and electronic tools that are
used by workers.

However, technology can only do so
much. In addition to built-in safety
features, people need to take all
necessary precautions, follow safety
procedures, read manuals thoroughly,
and double-check how they use
technology.

About World Day for safety and
health at work
Since 2003, the ILO has observed the
World Day for Safety and Health at
Work on the 28 April to promote the
prevention of occupational accidents
and diseases globally. It is an
awareness-raising campaign intended
to focus international attention
on emerging trends in the field of
occupational safety and health and
on the magnitude of work-related
injuries, diseases and fatalities
worldwide.

Automatic doors are programmed to stay
shut throughout the ride
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Key IEC publications for the Ex industry
New versions of IEC International Standards for explosive atmospheres
Morand Fachot
IEC International Standards for
equipment used in explosive (Ex)
atmospheres are central to safer
environments in many sectors,
from the petrochemical to the food
and agricultural industries. New
versions of two IEC International
Standards that cover major
aspects of Ex equipment have
been published recently. They
concern the classification of
areas, speciﬁcally for explosive
dust atmospheres, and the repair,
overhaul and reclamation of
equipment for Ex areas.

It all starts with classification
As regards Ex equipment the attention
is often focused on the different types
of protection used in Ex areas (see
article in e-tech March 2015). However,
defining explosive atmospheres is
central to the decision to impose the
installation or use of Ex equipment in a
particular area.
IEC Subcommittee (SC) 31J:
Classiﬁcation of hazardous areas and
installation requirements, has just
published the second edition of IEC
60079-10-2:2015, Classiﬁcation of
areas – Explosive dust atmospheres.
IEC 60079-10-2, which is available
as a Redline version, lists relevant
terms and definitions; gives details
of area classification with symbols
(an area being a three-dimensional
region or space), of sources of
release, of the identiﬁcation of zones
and of their respective classification
(areas classified for explosive dust
atmosphere are divided into zones,
which are identified according
to the frequency and duration of
the occurrence of explosive dust
atmosphere). The Standard also

Sugar dust set off an explosion that killed 14 in a Georgia (US) sugar refinery in 2008

includes additional information on dust
layers and explosive dust atmospheres.
It contains drawings, data sheets and
tables, as well as examples of area
classification application examples and
advice for cleaning dust layers and lists
of hybrid mixtures.
IEC SC 31J is also currently developing
a second edition of IEC 60079-10-1,
Classiﬁcation of areas – Explosive gas
atmospheres, for publication later this
year.

Keeping equipment in top-notch
condition
Ex equipment is much more expensive
that its equivalent designed for less
hazardous environments. As such it
is more cost-effective to repair and
overhaul it as well as to reclaim part or
all of it for further use than replacing
it. IEC SC 31J has just published a
consolidated version (that includes
Amendment 1) of IEC 60079-19:2015,

Explosive atmospheres – Part 19:
Equipment repair, overhaul and
reclamation, to meet this need.
According to its scope, this Standard
does “not only gives guidance on the
practical means of maintaining the
electrical safety and performance
requirements of repaired equipment,
but also defines procedures for
maintaining, after repair, overhaul
or reclamation, compliance of the
equipment with the provisions of the
certificate of conformity or with the
provisions of the appropriate explosion
protection standard where a certificate
is not available.”
In addition to general principles,
statutory requirements and instructions
for repair facility, IEC 60079-19 details
additional requirements for the repair
and overhaul of equipment with the
different types of protection (see article
in e-tech March 2015 for a list of such
equipment).
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lists the necessary knowledge, skills
and competencies of “responsible
persons” and “operatives”.
The former are responsible for the
processes involved in the overhaul,
repair and reclamation of specific types
of explosion protection of explosion
protected equipment, but do not
engage themselves in modifications of
explosion-protected equipment without
expert guidance.
Ex-proof splice box

Personnel matters too
As Ex equipment requires specialist
knowledge for operation, repair,
maintenance and reclamation qualified
and certiﬁed personnel must be in
charge of these tasks. IEC 60079-19

Operatives are required to have
an understanding of the general
principles of protection and marking,
of equipment design that affect the
protection concept, as well as of
identification of parts and components,
among other skills. Both categories
of personnel are regularly assessed

to verify they possess necessary
knowledge, skills and competencies.
IECEx, the IEC system for certiﬁcation
to standards relating to equipment
for use in explosive atmospheres,
has a Certified Persons Scheme that
provides the global Ex industries with a
single system for the assessment and
qualification of persons meeting the
competency prerequisites.
Both Standards, which will prove
invaluable to industries that operate in
an Ex environment, are available with
track changes. To highlight changes
a vertical bar appears in the margin
wherever a change has been made,
and additions and deletions are
displayed in red, with deletions being
struck through.

Maintenance work on oil/gas platform is carried out by certified personnel (Photo: Rig Service S.A.)
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Time to visit the new IEC Webstore!
One-stop shop for IEC Publications gets a makeover

The new IEC Webstore is much improved…

Morand Fachot
The IEC Webstore, the one-stop
shop for the purchase of IEC
International Standards and other
Publications, has undergone a
major update at the end of April,
some six years after the previous
version was launched. The
interface is clearer and offers more
facilities than its forerunner.

Suitable for all formats and
responsive
This new Webstore version has been
developed to adapt to all formats and
its design is responsive. Around 1 000

orders are received every month from
customers from all over the world.
This version offers an enhanced
faster search tool that shows results
organized into a hierarchy, a marked
improvement in the ordering process
and a better customer service, and will
see new functionalities introduced over
coming months.
This new version follows earlier
measures aimed at improving access
to Webstore information with the launch
of applications that allow customers
who wish to consult the Catalogue
of IEC International Standards and to

purchase IEC Publications to do so via
computers running under Windows and
Mac OS as well as via mobile Android
devices.

Access to online collections
The IEC Webstore also offers a
subscription service for access to
online collections, which currently
includes three popular series of
publications:
• CISPR 16 on specification for
radio disturbance and immunity
measuring apparatus and methods
• IEC 60076 on power transformers
• IEC 61400 on wind turbines
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The service offers an attractive price
that allows yearly access to all parts
of the series for only CHF 550 per year
for a single user access.
Publications are in html format, and
content is available to read online.
There is a possibility to bookmark
clauses and a comment function.
The service may be extended to
more collections in the future
depending on response.
So, visit the IEC Webstore now to
have a better idea of what it now
offers and come back on a regular
basis to check the new functionalities
which will be added in the future!

…offers easy access to online collections…

…and is more user-friendly than the previous version
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EDITORIAL FOCUS – PREVIEW

Manufacturing and Big Data
Issue 04/2015 of e-tech will focus on manufacturing and industrial automation,
robotics, Big Data and more.
Industrial automation is not limited to the production of manufactured goods, it also
concerns the food-processing industry that brings food all the way from the farm to
tables. We’ll take a closer look at the bakery sector that offers a good example of a
highly automated industry.
As for manufacturing, it is entering a new era in which formerly separate
manufacturing processes combine to produce intelligent data. Information and
communications technology is increasingly transforming manufacturing into highly
automated and IT-driven processes, in a concept of change generally referred to
as smart manufacturing.
More and more devices are being connected through wired and wireless sensor
networks. This multitude of connected “smart” objects has led to what is called
the “Internet of Things”, a trend that is increasingly attracting the attention and
investments of several governments, companies and academia.

Baxter robot (Photo Rethink Robotics)
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